
Pedestal 
tableRYNO®



       DESIGNED FOR PEACE OF MIND

When we first developed our Ryno® range, 
our goal was to create furniture which 
combined dependable safety and durability 
with a warm and welcoming aesthetic.

The newest addition to the Ryno range - the 
pedestal table - continues to embody this 
ethos. Behind its slender profile and soft 
curves, there lies a strong interior construction 
which is built to withstand the rigours of daily 
life in a psychiatric ward or prison.

A unique corkscrew design creates a very 
strong connection between the table top and 
base, secured with anti-tamper fixings. 

The solid-grade laminate table top provides 
a durable, water-resistant surface making the 
table suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

The table is available in 2 options - a heavily 
weighted option (120kg) which deter lifting, 
and a floor fixed option which, for added 
safety, makes the table totally immovable.

Designed by 
Ingemar Jonsson





WEIGHTED OPTION

a Top connected to base with strong corkscrew 
design, secured with anti-tamper fixings

a Filled with ballast (up to 120kg) to deter lifting

a May be moved by staff (use of a wheeled skate 
recommended) for cleaning or re-positioning

RYNO® PEDESTAL TABLE

KEY FEATURES

Weatherproof100%  
LDPE

Fire  
retardant

Lifetime 
guarantee

OPTIONS
a Durable polyethylene construction provides excellent strength and cannot be 

weaponised unlike conventional tables

a Water-resistant and UV stabilised material – ideal for outdoor use

a Durable solid-grade laminate table top

a Wheelchair accessible design

a Anti-microbial material provides protection throughout the product

a Material compliant with flammability standards UL94 HB & BS 5852:2006

a Strength and durability tested for severe contract use, including an additional 
500kg static load test

a Weighted option (120kg)

a Anti-tamper floor fixed option

a Available in 1 core colour (Moonwalk Grey) and 9 other 
colours (minimum order quantity 12 units per colour)

a Top connected to base with strong corkscrew 
design, secured with anti-tamper fixings

a Secured to the floor for added safety, using our 
anti-tamper hidden floor fixing bracket

a Cannot be easily re-positioned

Dimensions: 760H | 1050ø (mm)
Code: 1RYPT-120
Weight: 120kg

Dimensions: 760H | 1050ø (mm) 
Code: 1RYPT-FF-00
Weight: 17kg

Suitable for indoor 
and outdoor use

  

FLOOR FIXED OPTION

Specification
Anti-microbial low density polyethylene with UV stabiliser (base and top) 
Solid-grade laminate table surface, 4mm stainless steel floor fixing bracket

Core colour

Anti-microbial



See for 
yourself...
To arrange a demonstration or book a visit to 
our showroom, please call +44 (0)1622 237830

Pineapple, Westmead, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6XJ

+44 (0)1622 237830

sales@pineapplecontracts.com

uk.pineapplecontracts.com
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